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ABSTRACT
BH3 domain mimetics based on the small protein scyllatoxin (ScTx) were designed to target the antiapoptotic protein Bcl2 in vitro. Intrinsically disordered ScTx variants were found to bind Bcl2 with
nanomolar affinity, indicating that an induced fit binding mechanism is required for favorable BH3:Bcl2
interaction.
Molecules that inhibit discrete protein-protein interactions (PPIs) with high precision hold great potential
as therapeutic or chemical genetics agents.1,

2

PPIs play fundamental roles in countless metabolic

pathways and are critical for maintaining proper cellular homeostasis.3, 4 Aberrant or dysfunctional PPIs
have been implicated in a host of pathological conditions including cancer, diabetes and autoimmune
disorders.5-7 Consequently, there is considerable interest in the design and synthesis of molecules that can
target and inhibit distinct PPIs. Recent evidence has shown that many PPIs found in Nature occur
between shallow, hydrophobic surface areas that are difficult to target with small molecules.8 Successful
inhibition of these seemingly “undruggable” interactions requires molecules that are able to mimic the
size and structure of protein interaction domains (PIDs).1, 9 Ideally, molecules designed to target and
inhibit specific PPIs should display functional epitopes in orientations that mimic the architecture of
native biomolecules involved in the interaction. In addition, the structure of the mimetic should be
flexible enough to undergo an induced fit binding mechanism, if required.10 Functional inhibitors of PPIs
must therefore strike a coordinated balance between primary sequence, spatial fixation and backbone
flexibility to be effective.
The Bcl2 proteins are a family of intrinsic apoptosis regulators that control outer mitochondrial
membrane permeabilization.11 Anti-apoptotic Bcl2 proteins, such as Bcl-2 and Bcl-XL, promote cell
survival by sequestering pro-apoptotic Bcl2 proteins, such as Bax and Bak, on the surface of
mitochondria.12 Anti-apoptotic Bcl2 proteins have been implicated in pathogenic cell survival and have
attracted interest as therapeutic targets. Structurally, pro-apoptotic Bcl2 proteins contain a semi-conserved
α-helical domain (the BH3 domain) that binds to a shallow, hydrophobic cleft on the surface of antiapoptotic Bcl2 proteins.13 Owing to subtle physicochemical differences between BH3 domains, antiapoptotic Bcl2 proteins are capable of binding and neutralizing many pro-apoptotic Bcl2 members.
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may serve as chemical tools to investigate the differential biological functions of proteins in the Bcl2
family. Despite intense effort, however, the development of molecules that inhibit discrete BH3:Bcl2
interactions remains a significant and pressing challenge.
Over the past ten years, there have been substantial advancements in the design and synthesis of
molecules that mimic α-helical PIDs (reviewed in Ref. 14). Notably, peptide α-helix mimetics have been
developed as nanomolar inhibitors of the BH3:Bcl2 and p53:hDM2 interactions.15, 16 Helix mimetics often
contain covalent linkages between amino acid side chains that lock intrinsically disordered peptides into
highly stable α-helical structures. These molecules are able to display functional epitopes in patterns that
are complementary to native PPI surfaces. However, covalently constraining peptide folds can reduce
backbone flexibility and may preclude targeting biomolecular interactions that require induced fit binding
mechanisms.10, 17 In an effort to determine the structural requirements for targeting anti-apoptotic Bcl2
proteins, we have grafted elements of the helical BH3 domain of Bax and Bak to the α-helix of
scyllatoxin (ScTx). ScTx is a 3.4 kD protein isolated from the venom of the Israeli scorpion L.
quinquestriatus that folds into an α/β structural motif stabilized by three disulfide linkages.18 We
reasoned that ScTx would be an appropriate molecule with which to evaluate the structural requirements
for selective BH3:Bcl2 recognition because it contains a well-defined α-helical domain and its folded
structure can be modified by the addition or removal of covalent (disulfide) linkages. Moreover, antiapoptotic proteins in the Bcl2 family provide a well-established model system with which to test the
effectiveness of helical BH3 domain mimetics.16, 19, 20
It has been shown that isolated BH3 domains are intrinsically disordered in aqueous solutions at
concentrations up to 25 µM.21 BH3 domains will, however, form stable α-helices in vitro when brought
into contact with anti-apoptotic Bcl2 proteins.10 Therefore, it is speculated that BH3 domains must posses
an inherent helical propensity to illicit favorable BH3:Bcl2 interactions. To determine what structural
elements are required for Bcl2 recognition, we synthesized three fluorescently labeled BH3 domain
peptides,
BH3

∆∆PP

Flu

Bax-BH3 (residues 54-74),

Flu

Bak-BH3 (residues 72-87) and the structural variant

(Fig. 1A), and tested their ability to bind Bcl2 in vitro. Both

Flu

Bax-BH3 and

Flu

Flu

Bak-

Bak-BH3

peptides have been used as modulators of Bcl2 activity22, 23 and were synthesized as positive controls.
Flu

Bak-BH3∆∆PP is a previously unreported structural variant of FluBak-BH3 that contains glycine to proline

mutations at positions 75 and 82. Helix formation tends to be disfavored in peptides that contain proline
within their primary sequence24 and we reasoned that

Flu

Bak-BH3∆∆PP would be incapable of forming a

helix in solution. The positions G75 and G82 were chosen because amino acid modifications at these sites
are not known to significantly influence Bak:Bcl2 interactions.25 For these reasons, we concluded that
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Bak-BH3∆∆PP would be a useful peptide for studying whether helical propensity is required for efficient

BH3:Bcl2 recognition.
All peptides were synthesized on PAL-AM resin using standard solid-phase peptide synthesis
protocols (see ESI† for experimental details). To facilitate fluorescence polarization (FP) direct binding
assays, each peptide was labeled at the N-terminus with 5-carboxyfluorescein. Following synthesis, the
peptides were cleaved from the resin and purified to >95% by reversed-phase HPLC. Product masses
were confirmed by LC/MS and peptide purities were determined by analytical HPLC (see ESI† Table S1
and Fig. S1). To evaluate the helical propensity of the BH3 domain peptides, each was dissolved to a final
concentration of 10 µM in aqueous binding buffer (50 mM Tris, 100 mM NaCl, pH 8.0) and analyzed by
wavelength-dependent circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy (Fig. 1B). CD measurements were collected
as mean residue ellipticity (MRE) from samples at 20 °C spanning a wavelength range from 245 to 195
nm. Under these conditions, all of the BH3 domain peptides showed CD spectra containing a slight
shoulder around 220 nm and a negative maximum at 197 nm. These data suggest that FluBax-BH3, FluBakBH3 and FluBak-BH3∆∆PP are inherently disordered in solution, which is consistent with previous literature
reports studying the solution-phase structure of isolated BH3 domain peptides.16, 21 We next evaluated the
Flu

helical propensity of

Bax-BH3,

Flu

Bak-BH3 and

Flu

Bak-BH3∆∆PP by dissolving each peptide to a final

concentration of 10 µM in binding buffer supplemented with 30% (v/v) 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (TFE) and
measuring the MRE of each peptide from 245 to 195 nm (Fig. 1C). Results form these experiments
showed that both

Flu

Bax-BH3 and

Flu

Bak-BH3 contain double minima within their CD spectra at 220 and

204 nm, indicative of an α-helical structure. Peptide helicity was estimated using K2D2 computational
methods as described previously.26

Flu

Bax-BH3 and

Flu

Bak-BH3 were determined to be approximately

80.7% and 50.2% helical under these conditions, respectively. The reduced helicity of
compared to

Flu

Bax-BH3 is likely due to the shorter sequence length of

glycine within the

Flu

Flu

Flu

Bak-BH3

Bak-BH3 and the presence of

Bak-BH3 sequence.24 These findings are consistent with previous studies evaluating

the helical propensity of isolated BH3 domain peptides in aqueous buffers supplemented with TFE.16, 21
The structural variant

Flu

Bak-BH3∆∆PP showed no enhancement in helicity in the presence of TFE. Under

these conditions, the CD spectrum of

Flu

Bak-BH3∆∆PP showed a slight shoulder at 220 nm and negative

maximum at 197 nm, indicating an intrinsically disordered structure with a helicity of approximately
11.0%. This finding is consistent with the theory that proline significantly reduces the helical propensity
of peptides, even in the presence of structure inducing co-solvents.
The ability for our BH3 domain peptides to bind anti-apoptotic Bcl2 proteins was evaluated using an
in vitro FP direct binding assay (Fig. 1D). His-tagged Bcl2 was expressed and purified from competent E.
coli cells using standard procedures (see ESI† for experimental details). To facilitate purification, Bcl2
was expressed without its 22-residue C-terminal transmembrane domain and was designated Bcl2-ΔTM.27
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of varying concentrations of Bcl2-ΔTM for 1 h at 25 °C (see ESI† for experimental details). Results from
our direct binding assays indicated that

Flu

Bax-BH3 binds Bcl2-ΔTM with a Kd of 155.3 nM and

Flu

Bak-

BH3 binds Bcl2-ΔTM with a Kd of 309.9 nM (Fig. 1E). These results are consistent with previous reports
studying the binding affinity of BH3 domain peptides to Bcl2-ΔTM in vitro.16, 25

Flu

Bak-BH3∆∆PP showed

no significant increase in polarization under these conditions, even when incubated with up to 10 µM
Bcl2-ΔTM. Taken together, these findings indicate that intrinsically disordered BH3 domains can bind
Bcl2-ΔTM under these conditions, however, helical propensity is required for favorable BH3:Bcl2
interactions. Furthermore, these results suggest that BH3:Bcl2 interactions occur through an induced fit
binding mechanism.
Following confirmation that helical propensity is required for BH3 domain peptides to bind Bcl2, we
used a strategy known as protein grafting19, 28 to develop a series of ScTx-based BH3 domain mimetics to
target Bcl2-ΔTM in vitro (Fig. 2A). This protein grafting strategy involved identifying residues used for
Bcl2 recognition by native α-helical BH3 domains and substituting them on the α-helical portion of
ScTx. The rational design of our ScTx-based BH3 domain mimetics began with an analysis of the BaxBH3:Bcl-2 and Bak-BH3:Bcl-XL crystal structures.23, 25 The Bax-BH3:Bcl-2 complex shows the Bax BH3
domain (residues 58-82) bound to Bcl-2 as a six-turn α-helix with major interactions between L59, L63,
I66, L70, M74 and R78 of Bax-BH3 and the BH3-binding region of Bcl-2. The Bak-BH3:Bcl-XL
complex shows the Bak BH3 domain (residues 72-87) as a three-turn α-helix with major interactions
between V74, L78, I81, and I85 of Bax-BH3 and the BH3-binding region of Bcl-XL. It has been
documented that isolated Bax and Bak BH3 domains can each bind Bcl-2 and Bcl-XL effectively, albeit
with significantly different affinities.21, 25
When designing the ScTx-based BH3 domain mimetics, we initially considered several possible
sequence alignments between the Bax and Bak BH3 domains and the α-helical portion of ScTx. Each
alignment was scored based on its ability to align BH3 residues important for Bcl2 recognition with
solvent-exposed residues within the α-helix of ScTx. Sequences were also designed in a manner that
aligned cysteine residues important for ScTx folding with BH3 residues that point away from the
BH3:Bcl2 binding interface. This design strategy produced ScTx-based BH3 domain mimetics with αhelical regions that were near-direct sequence mimics of the Bax and Bak BH3 domains (see ESI† Fig.
S2A). Importantly, the final sequences of the ScTx-based BH3 domain mimetics contained each of the
hydrophobic residues required for favorable BH3:Bcl2 recognition. ScTx-Bax contained residues L59,
L63, I66 and L70, and ScTx-Bak contained residues V74, L78, I81 and L/I85. In addition, each ScTxbased BH3 mimetic contained a conserved Asp residue found in all BH3 domains21, 23 in the proper
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that the three-turn α-helix of ScTx is shorter than the BH3 domains of Bax and Bak. ScTx-Bax contained
14 out of the 21 residues (66%) of the full-length Bax BH3 domain and ScTx-Bak contained 14 out of 16
(87.5%) of the full-length Bak BH3 domain. It was also noted that the BH3 domain of Bax contains a
cysteine residue at position 62. Bax C62 remains in its reduced state in the native protein and is required
for the H2O2-dependent activation of Bax in live cells.29 C62 is positioned on the opposite side of the BH3
helix as the Bcl2 binding epitope and is not thought to be involved in BH3:Bcl2 recognition.23 To reduce
the possibility of misfolded protein or unwanted disulfide formation during subsequent folding reactions,
ScTx-Bax was synthesized with an aminobutyric acid (Abu, B) residue in the sequence position that
corresponds to Bax C62. Once the peptide sequences had been designed, we determined the backbone
RMSD for each ScTx-based BH3 domain mimetic aligned with its respective native BH3 domain.
PyMOL molecular modeling software was used to generate models ScTx-Bax and ScTx-Bak that were
based on the solution-phase structure of wild-type ScTx (wtScTx).18 These structures were aligned with
the Bax and Bak BH3 domains from the Bax-BH3:Bcl-2 and Bak-BH3:Bcl-XL crystal structures.23, 25 We
found that ScTx-Bax aligns with Bax-BH3 with an RMSD value of 0.738 and ScTx-Bak aligns with BakBH3 with an RMSD value of 0.926 (data not shown). These data suggest that the Bcl2 binding epitopes
of ScTx-Bax and ScTx-Bak can adopt proper spatial orientations for favorable BH3:Bcl2 interaction.
ScTx-based BH3 mimetics were synthesized on PAL-AM resin using standard solid phase peptide
synthesis procedures (see ESI† for experimental details). To facilitate subsequent FP binding studies,
each ScTx-based BH3 mimetic was fluorescently labeled on its N-terminus with 5-carboxyfluorescein
(Fig. 2B). The solid-phase synthesis of

Flu

wtScTx,

Flu

ScTx-Bax and

Flu

ScTx-Bak yielded each peptide in

its fully reduced (linear) form as a major product determined by LC/MS and reversed-phase HPLC (see
ESI† Table S1 and Fig. S3). Following synthesis, the reduced peptides were purified by reversed-phase
HPLC and reacted under oxidative conditions30 to afford fully oxidized (folded) ScTx-based BH3
mimetics (see ESI† for experimental details). Fully oxidized ScTx-based BH3 mimetics were confirmed
by observing a loss in mass corresponding to six hydrogen atoms and product retention time shifts in
HPLC chromatograms (see ESI† Table S1 and Fig. S3). The oxidized ScTx-based BH3 mimetics were
then purified to >95% by reversed-phase HPLC to yield a single species of folded product (see ESI† Fig.
S1).
Following synthesis and purification, we investigated the solution-phase structure of the oxidized,
fluorescently labeled ScTx-based BH3 mimetics using wavelength-dependent CD spectroscopy (Fig. 2C).
To initiate these studies, FluwtScTx, FluScTx-Bax and FluScTx-Bak were each dissolved in binding buffer to
a final concentration of 10 µM and analyzed by CD from 245 nm to 195 nm at 20 °C. Results from these
experiments revealed that each ScTx variant displayed a shoulder at 220 nm and a negative maximum at
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under similar conditions.30 However, both FluScTx-Bax and FluScTx-Bak exhibited significantly less MRE
signal compared to
Flu

Flu

wtScTx, indicating a more disordered structure in solution. These data suggest that

wtScTx is approximately 57.6% helical in aqueous buffer.26

Flu

ScTx-Bak and

Flu

ScTx-Bax were less

helical under these conditions, with respective helices of 13.2% and 12.8%. The loss in helicity of
Flu

ScTx-Bax and

Flu

ScTx-Bak may be attributed to enhanced hydrophobic character or the presence of

helix disrupting residues, such as Gly, contained within their α-helical regions.24 To assess the thermal
stability of

Flu

wtScTx,

Flu

ScTx-Bax and

Flu

ScTx-Bak in aqueous solution, we dissolved each peptide to a

final concentration of 10 µM in binding buffer and monitored the temperature-dependence of the MRE at
220 nm from 5 to 95 °C. None of the oxidized peptides exhibited any loss in MRE signal during these
experiments, which suggests that these molecules are highly stable in aqueous solution at temperatures up
to 95 °C (data not shown). Taken together, these data indicate that
similarly to
stability to

Flu

Flu

Flu

ScTx-Bax and

Flu

ScTx-Bak fold

wtScTx in aqueous buffer (albeit with less helicity) and exhibit comparable thermal

wtScTx at temperatures up to 95 °C.

The oxidative conditions under which synthetic ScTx-based peptides fold are well established.30
However, folding conditions for ScTx-based BH3 domain mimetics have not yet been explored. Because
of this, and due to the reduced helicity seen for FluScTx-Bax compared to FluwtScTx, we were interested in
evaluating whether native disulfide linkages were formed during the oxidative folding of ScTx-Bax (see
ESI† Fig. S4A). In wtScTx, disulfide bonds are formed between cysteines C3 and C21, C8 and C26, and
C12 and C28.18, 30 To evaluate the position of the disulfide linkages in oxidized ScTx-based BH3 domain
mimetics, we digested unlabeled ScTx-Bax using trypsin and evaluated the peptide fragments by LC/MS
(see ESI† Fig. S4B). Trypsin was determined to be a suitable protease for mapping disulfide connectivity
in ScTx-Bax because the digested proteolytic fragments result in products that contain one or two
dicysteines. Trypsin digest of ScTx-Bax was conducted as described previously30 and the digestion
products were purified by reversed-phase HPLC (see ESI† for experimental details). The resultant
product peaks were collected and analyzed by LC/MS. Observed mass values of the eluted products
correlated well with peptide fragments linked through dicysteines C3 and C21, C8 and C26, or C12 and
C28, indicating that ScTx-Bax contains all native disulfide bonds found in wtScTx.
We next evaluated the ability for ScTx-based BH3 mimetics to target Bcl2-ΔTM using in vitro FP
direct binding assays (Fig. 2D). FP direct binding assays were performed by incubating 25 nM
fluorescently-labeled peptide in the presence of varying concentrations of Bcl2-ΔTM for 1 h at 25 °C (see
ESI† for experimental details).

Flu

Bak-BH3 was used as a positive control in this series of experiments

and was found to bind Bcl2-ΔTM with a Kd of 215.7 nM. As expected,

Flu

wtScTx had no affinity for

Bcl2-ΔTM, which was determined by the absence of an increase in polarization at higher concentrations
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higher concentrations of Bcl2-ΔTM, indicating no direct binding. Kd values for these peptides binding to
Bcl2-ΔTM were not determined. We believe there are two possible reasons for this result. First, fully
structured

Flu

ScTx-Bax and

Flu

ScTx-Bak show significantly less helicity in solution than

Flu

wtScTx. This

more disordered, albeit rigid, structure may prevent the side chains of the hydrophobic Bcl2 binding
epitope from being positioned in an optimum orientation for targeting Bcl2-ΔTM. Second, fully
structured FluScTx-Bax and FluScTx-Bak show very little thermal flexibility in solution. Under the induced
fit binding model of PPIs, protein folds need to be flexible to achieve optimum spatial orientations of
complementary recognition elements. The rigidity of

Flu

ScTx-Bax and

Flu

ScTx-Bak may preclude the

induced fit binding mechanism required for effective targeting of Bcl2-ΔTM by ScTx-based BH3 domain
mimetics.
To determine whether ScTx-based BH3 domain mimetics can be engineered to target Bcl2-ΔTM
through an induced fit binding mechanism, we synthesized a series of fluorescently labeled ScTx-based
BH3 domain mimetics in which all structure inducing cysteines were replaced with Abu (Fig. 3A). These
ScTx-based proteins were designated FluwtScTx∆∆∆, FluScTx-Bax∆∆∆ and FluScTx-Bak∆∆∆ to indicate loss of
three disulfide linkages. Abu has been used to replace structural cysteines of ScTx in studies evaluating
the influence of disulfide linkages on the biological activity of wtScTx.30 Except for the Cys to Abu
mutations, each ScTx-based structural variant was identical in sequence to their structured counterpart
(see ESI† Fig. S2B). All ScTx-based structural variants were synthesized on PAL-AM resin using solidphase synthesis procedures and purified to >95% by reversed-phase HPLC (see ESI† for experimental
details). To facilitate subsequent FP binding studies, each ScTx-based structural variant was fluorescently
labeled on its N-terminus with 5-carboxyfluorescein. Product masses were confirmed by LC/MS and
peptide purities were determined by analytical HPLC (see ESI† Table S1 and Fig. S1). No oxidation
(folding) reactions were performed on the structural variants.
We speculated that, in the absence of structure-inducing cysteines,
Flu

Flu

wtScTx∆∆∆,

Flu

ScTx-Bax∆∆∆ and

ScTx-Bak∆∆∆ would be intrinsically disordered in aqueous buffer. To evaluate the solution-phase

structure of these peptides, we dissolved each to a final concentration of 10 µM in binding buffer and
analyzed the samples using wavelength-dependent CD spectroscopy (Fig. 3B). CD scans were performed
from 250 nm to 190 nm at 20 °C. Under these conditions, each ScTx-based structural variant showed a
slight shoulder at 220 nm and a negative maximum near 195 nm, indicating they adopt inherently
disordered structures in solution. To determine whether ScTx-based structural variants have the
propensity to fold in aqueous buffer, we dissolved each peptide to a final concentration of 10 µM in
binding buffer supplemented with 30% (v/v) TFE and analyzed the samples by CD spectroscopy (Fig.
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each ScTx-based structural variant showed spectra indicative of folded ScTx-based peptides, with a
shoulder at 220 nm, a negative maximum at 204 nm and a positive maximum at 193 nm. FluwtScTx∆∆∆ and
Flu

ScTx-Bak∆∆∆ were similarly helical with approximate helicities of 67.4% and 67.8% respectively.26

Flu

ScTx-Bax∆∆∆ was determined to be slightly less helical at approximately 62.6%. The reduced helicity

for

Flu

ScTx-Bax∆∆∆ is likely due to a relatively high density of cationic charges within its α-helical region

and a shorter helix length compared to

Flu

wtScTx∆∆∆ and

Flu

ScTx-Bak∆∆∆. These data suggest that ScTx-

based structural variants undergo a significant transition from intrinsically disordered to predominantly
helical in the presence of structure-inducing co-solvents. Furthermore, these results indicate that structural
variants of ScTx-based proteins have the propensity to fold into structures that are reminiscent of fully
oxidized (folded) wtScTx.
We theorized that intrinsically disordered ScTx-based BH3 domain mimetics that demonstrate a
propensity to fold in aqueous buffer would be better suited to bind Bcl2 proteins through an induced fit
binding mechanism than their structured counterparts. To test this hypothesis, we evaluated the ability for
the intrinsically disordered ScTx-based BH3 domain mimetics to bind Bcl2-ΔTM using an in vitro FP
direct binding assay (Fig. 3D). FP direct binding assays were performed by incubating 25 nM
fluorescently-labeled peptide in the presence of varying concentrations of Bcl2-ΔTM for 1 h at 25 °C (see
ESI† for experimental details). FluwtScTx∆∆∆ did not bind Bcl2-ΔTM in this series of experiments, as was
determined by an absence of increased polarization at higher concentrations of Bcl2-ΔTM. Notably,
Flu

ScTx-Bax∆∆∆ and

(Fig. 3E).

Flu

Flu

ScTx-Bak∆∆∆ were found to bind Bcl2-ΔTM with mid to high nanomolar affinity

ScTx-Bak∆∆∆ binds Bcl2-ΔTM with a Kd of 826.5 nM and

Flu

ScTx-Bax∆∆∆ bound Bcl2-ΔTM

with a Kd of 268.9 nM. These results indicate that, despite their lack of structure, intrinsically disordered
ScTx-based BH3 domain mimetics can be engineered to bind to Bcl2-ΔTM in vitro. Moreover, these
results support the induced fit binding model of BH3:Bcl2 interactions and suggest that rigid peptide
structures may not be optimum for targeting Bcl2 proteins. Perhaps more significant is the degree of
selectivity with which the inherently disordered ScTx-based BH3 domain mimetics bind Bcl2-ΔTM in
vitro.

Flu

ScTx-Bax∆∆∆ was found to bind Bcl2-ΔTM with nearly three times greater affinity than

Flu

ScTx-

Bak∆∆∆. Given the physicochemical and structural similarities between the Bcl2-binding epitopes of
Flu

ScTx-Bax∆∆∆ and FluScTx-Bak∆∆∆ (see ESI† Fig. S2A), selectivity for Bcl2-ΔTM is likely influenced by

other residues within their primary sequences. For example, FluScTx-Bax∆∆∆ contains a Lys at position 11,
which corresponds to K64 of the native Bax-BH3 domain. Upon favorable Bax-BH3:Bcl2 interaction,
this cationic residue is thought to form a stable hydrogen bond with D140 of Bcl2.23 Contrarily,
Bak

∆∆∆

Flu

ScTx-

contains an Ala in the same position, which is not expected to interact with D140 of Bcl2 as
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based BH3 domain mimetics than between native BH3 domains (compare Figs. 1E and 3E). This result
may support the use of ScTx-based BH3 domain mimetics as highly selective therapeutics or chemical
genetics agents to modulate discrete BH3:Bcl2 interactions.
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have developed a new class of BH3 domain mimetic based on the small protein
scyllatoxin that targets anti-apoptotic Bcl2 proteins in vitro. By screening a library of structural variants,
we determined that fully oxidized (folded) ScTx-based BH3 domain mimetics do not bind Bcl2-ΔTM,
while intrinsically disordered constructs target Bcl2-ΔTM with nanomolar affinity. These results suggest
that a certain degree of backbone flexibility is required for favorable BH3:Bcl2 interactions. Furthermore,
we have shown that ScTx-based Bax mimetics bind Bcl2-ΔTM with nearly three times greater affinity
than ScTx-Bak variants, indicating that discrete BH3 domain sequences are capable of imparting
selectivity to this class of BH3 domain mimetic. In a more generalized sense, we believe that ScTx-based
PID mimetics have the potential to become valuable tools in the laboratory for studying the interplay
between primary sequence, spatial fixation, and backbone flexibility required to successfully target
discrete PPIs. Research is currently underway in our laboratory to determine what influence disulfide
connectivity has on Bcl2 recognition by ScTx-based BH3 domain mimetics.
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Fig. 1 A. Sequence alignment of BH3 domain peptides used to target Bcl2-ΔTM in vitro. Key α-helical
residues required for Bcl2-ΔTM recognition are colored red; conserved BH3 domain aspartic acid is cyan.
B. CD spectra of BH3 domain peptides (10 µM) in binding buffer. See panel A for color-coded legend. C.
CD spectra of BH3 domain peptides (10 µM) in binding buffer supplemented with 30% (v/v) TFE. D. In
vitro direct binding of BH3 domain peptides to Bcl2-ΔTM in binding buffer measured by fluorescence
polarization. Data points represent an average of three independent experiments; error bars are standard
deviation. E. Data from CD and direct binding experiments. N.D., not determined.
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Fig. 2 A. Strategy for targeting Bcl2-ΔTM with ScTx-based BH3 domain mimetics. B. Sequence
alignment of ScTx-based BH3 domain mimetics. Key α-helical residues required for Bcl2-ΔTM
recognition are colored red; cysteines that contribute to ScTx folding are orange; conserved BH3 domain
aspartic acid is cyan. C. CD spectra of ScTx-based BH3 domain mimetics (10 µM) in binding buffer. See
panel B for color-coded legend. D. Direct binding of Bak-BH3 peptide and ScTx-based BH3 domain
mimetics to Bcl2-ΔTM in binding buffer measured by fluorescence polarization. Data points represent an
average of three independent experiments; error bars are standard deviation.
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Fig. 3 A. Sequence alignment of intrinsically disordered ScTx-based BH3 domain mimetics. Key αhelical residues required for Bcl-2 recognition are colored red; aminobutyric acid residues are orange;
conserved BH3 aspartic acid is cyan. B. CD spectra of intrinsically disordered ScTx-based BH3 domain
mimetics (10 µM) in binding buffer. See panel A for color-coded legend. C. CD spectra of intrinsically
disordered ScTx-based BH3 domain mimetics (10 µM) in binding buffer supplemented with 30% (v/v)
TFE. D. Direct binding of intrinsically disordered ScTx-based BH3 domain mimetics to Bcl2-ΔTM in
binding buffer measured by fluorescence polarization. Data points represent an average of three
independent experiments; error bars are standard deviation. E. Data from CD and direct binding
experiments. N.D., not determined.
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